opportunities for DNA sequencing (15, 16) . Separately, a more traditional FET architecture has leveraged amplification at SWNT point defects (17) to demonstrate kinetic binding and unbinding, both for molecules interacting directly with the defect site (18) and indirectly through an attached biomolecule (19, 20) .
Here, we accomplished single molecule transduction very similar to the work of Sorgenfrei et al. (19, 20) , but using a noncovalent bioconjugation strategy that provides a high devicefabrication yield. Rather than introducing a defect, tailoring its chemistry, and then conjugating that site to the target molecule, our method used noncovalent immobilization based on pyrene linkers (21) . The pyrenes adhered to SWNTs through pi-pi stacking, and could provide dilute anchor points for further derivatization of the surface (22) (23) (24) . In our particular implementation, a thiol from a single cysteine variant of T4 lysozyme (S90C) was covalently conjugated to a pyrene-maleimide anchor site [see Figs. S1 and S2 for characterization details (25) ]. Similar site-specific conjugation of lysozyme to a solid surface has previously been shown to have no impact on the catalytic activity of lysozyme (26) used here as a template for introducing the S90C substitution; the pseudo-wild-type mutant of lysozyme (C54T, C97A) has identical activity and stability to wild-type lysozyme (27) . To minimize potential perturbations to the enzyme, lysozyme was not conjugated to a His 6 epitope, and was instead purified to >95% homogeneity by cation exchange followed by size exclusion chromatography. Standard biochemical conjugation protocols, followed by a strict rinsing protocol to minimize nonspecific binding, readily produced lysozyme attachments with a mean separation of 0.5 μm along the SWNT. Matching this empirical spacing to the SWNT channel length is a surprisingly simple method that produced active single molecule devices in 8 out of 10 fabrication attempts.
Atomic force microscopy before functionalization and after completion of the measurements (Fig. 1B) confirmed the presence of a single attached lysozyme. Lysozyme is approximately 7 nm in size, which made it easily distin guishable when attached to a 1 to 2 nm diameter SWNT [see Fig. S3 for additional examples and height profiles (25) ]. In addition to microscopy, electrical characterization was performed at each fabrication stage. Figure 1C shows the gate-dependence of the source-drain current I(V g ) in a completed lysozyme device, measured with aqueous electrolyte (phosphate buffered saline) in direct contact with the SWNT sidewall (28) . The shape of this curve reflects SWNT band structure, contact resistance effects, and the role of scattering induced by the pyrenes and attached lysozyme; these issues are discussed in greater detail in the SOM (25) . In general, the coating technique added 1 to 2 megohms of series resistance to the SWNT conductor and shifts its I(V g ) curve, in accord with previous reports (4, 29, 30) . Finally, Fig. 1D displays the typical device response I(t; V g =0) upon introduction of the lysozyme substrate, peptidoglycan (Sigma-Aldrich). A polysaccharide found in bacterial cell walls, peptidoglycan consists of Nacetylmuramate (NAM)-N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) repeating units, and lysozyme catalyzes the hydrolysis of its glycosidic bonds (31) . Chemoresistive responses of this nature are widely reported for nanodevices, and SWNT conductance can be quite sensitive to slight environmental changes, even when they are not decorated with proteins (32) (33) (34) . Fig. 2B , greatly simplified further analysis. The higher frequency components were revealed to be a two-level RTS with a constant amplitude distribution but two distinct RTS fluctuation rates. During some time periods, the RTS oscillated with a "fast" mean frequency of 316 Hz (Fig.  2C) . At other times, the RTS oscillated with a "slow" mean frequency of 15.4 Hz (Fig. 2D ). The data in Figure 2C is colored to differentiate the two types of RTS response and to emphasize their typical durations. Both the fast and the slow RTS segments lasted many seconds, suggestive of a long-term, two-state "memory" that was independent of the RTS itself. Accurate determination of the mean duration of this memory effect <τ mem > required that measurements be conducted for at least 600 s.
The sequences of fast and slow RTS oscillations could be separated for independent analysis. Each type of oscillation had a high and low current state characterized by durations τ hi and τ lo , respectively. Probability distributions for τ hi and τ lo are shown for a sequence of fast RTS fluctuations in Figure 3A and for slow RTS fluctuations in Figure 3B ; the color scheme corresponds to the data in Fig. 2 , B to D. All four distributions were well fit by single exponential time constants for periods of analysis shorter than <τ mem >. Analysis of much longer time periods resulted in bi-exponential distributions (Fig. 3 , C and D), and reflected the presence in data sets extending over hundreds of seconds of many sequences of both fast and slow RTS. However, the fast and slow rates were sufficiently different that they appeared as two distinguishable slopes in Fig. 3 , C and D. As a guide, blue and green colors have been applied to portions of the distribution that correspond to the fast and slow fluctuations, respectively.
Figures 3C and D further provide a comparison of the probability distributions acquired at different pH values. The stability of the lysozyme devices allowed statistics to be accumulated for many minutes at each pH, all from the same attached enzyme. Figure 3C shows that τ hi was nearly independent over a pH range from 5 to 11; outside this pH range, lysozyme was no longer catalytically active (35) (36) (37) . Figure 3D , however shows that τ lo is much faster at pH 7 than at pH 5 or 11. The pH dependence of τ lo in the long-duration, slow-switching region of the histogram, being much longer than the other three time constants, dominates the time-averaged properties of the lysozyme molecule.
Two important physical parameters could be calculated from the mean values of <τ lo > and <τ hi >. Their sum represents one complete oscillation, and defines a mean turnover rate for the activity, k = (<τ lo > + <τ hi >) −1 . The calculation of enzymatic reaction rates from single molecule data has been reviewed by Xie (38) . The ratio of <τ lo > and <τ hi > also determines an energy separation, ΔE, between the two physical states responsible for the high and low I(t) values. Boltzman statistics provides the relative thermodynamic probability of being in one state versus the other as ΔE = K B T ln(<τ hi > / <τ lo >). In total, we identified five independent parameters <τ hi >, <τ lo >, <τ mem >, k, and ΔE, all of which change when the lysozyme switches from its fast RTS state to its slow RTS state. Table 1 summarizes these parameters and their pH dependence for a single lysozyme molecule. Table 1 further lists the overall percentage of time spent in the fast or slow RTS states. This percentage is yet another independent parameter, being a nontrivial combination of the duration <τ mem > and the regularity with which each behavior is observed. At pH 7, <τ mem > was nearly equal for the fast and the slow RTS state, and the time in either state approached 50%. At non-neutral pH values, however, multiple changes skewed this balance. First, the number of inactive periods in which no switching was observed nearly doubled. This doubling, amplified by a modest increase in <τ mem > of the inactive duration, resulted in a rapidly growing proportion of total inactive time. More importantly, we observed that inactive periods always interrupted sequences of fast RTS oscillations and doubled the number of fast RTS intervals observed while only modestly decreasing their duration <τ mem >. The increased time spent in inactive or fast RTS intervals both came at a cost to the percentage of time spent in the slow-switching RTS state, which was reduced to 19.7% at pH 11 and 15.7% at pH 5. Interestingly, this decrease occurred despite a substantial increase in <τ mem >, which considered in isolation would indicate an improving stability of the slow RTS state. We further note that the fast and slow RTS oscillation rates k both decreased by 25 to 35% away from pH 7; because they both decreased proportionally, the k values only minimally contributed to the pH dependence of the time spent in the fast or slow RTS states.
The conductance signal of a single lysozyme device allowed us to directly determine multiple independent parameters, including seven independent time constants and their pH dependence, all without foreknowledge of the properties of either the enzyme or the SWNT. Out of 50 single-molecule devices, the presence of fast and slow RTS components was very reproducible, although there were variations in the numerical rates observed. For example, among seven lysozyme devices with high quality signal-to-noise, the rates of the slow RTS state at pH 7 varied from 10 to 50 Hz, with a mean k = 24 ± 15 Hz. The rate of the fast RTS state varied from 127 to 461 Hz, with a mean k = 284 ± 127 Hz.
Next, we applied these empirical observations to examine the mechanism and catalytic activity of lysozyme, through detailed analysis of the electronic device signal from lysozyme-tethered nanocircuits. As noted above and demonstrated in Figures S4, S5 , and S6 (25) , the RTS can be ascribed to the presence of protein-substrate interactions. By comparing the I(t) signal to lysozyme dynamics known from ensemble and single molecule FRET experiments (39-42), we can draw several parallels (e.g., lysozyme remains static in the absence of substrate). During substrate processing, lysozyme undergoes an 8 Å, hingelike mechanical motion with two domains closing around the substrate (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) . FRET observations reveal that this motion occurs at two different rates: a slow hinge oscillation of 20-90 Hz corresponding to enzymatic turnover events, or else a more rapid, nonproductive movement at 200-400 Hz (37, 41, 42) .
These FRET rates are in excellent agreement with our fast RTS and slow RTS oscillations, and the interconversion rate matches our <τ mem > values. Thus, we conclude that the twolevel electronic signal is caused by the lysozyme hinge motion, with slow RTS oscillations resulting from the transduction of catalytic turnover events and fast RTS oscillations corresponding to lysozyme's nonproductive binding events. These kinetic rates using surface-bound lysozyme might differ from bulk rates, but FRET measurements with freely diffusing lysozyme and surface-bound peptidoglycan (40) yield the same range of rates, suggesting that the consequences of tethering the lysozyme to a surface are minor.
The agreement demonstrates the equivalence of the lysozyme device data with FRET measurements, but in other ways the SWNT-lysozyme device data is more informative. Fluorophore bleaching and quenching limit the duration of FRET measurements on a single molecule, and constrain the ability to observe slow conformational interconversions by FRET (37) . The I(t) measurement duration is not similarly limited, and the <τ mem > values in Table 1 represent hundreds of such events by the same single molecule. Using such long time-scales, we directly observed the same molecule changing from its productive conformation to its unproductive one. We also obtained the average percentage time spent in the slow RTS state, which when multiplied by k gave a time-averaged, effective catalytic rate for the single molecule. By collecting a true average over many conformational changes, this single molecule rate approached the kinetics of an ensemble (Table 1) . Furthermore, our I(t) records extend this single-molecule insight to different pH conditions. Furthermore, our measurements of a long duration <τ mem > support a processive catalytic mechanism in which each lysozyme hydrolyzes on average 100 glysodic bonds before dissociation and reassociation of the substrate (40) . During the slow RTS state, no breaks in activity were observed, and so no product dissociation and substrate rebinding occurred. Furthermore, the substrate remained bound during both nonproductive fast RTS and the substrate-bound inactive state before returning to processing.
Our long duration data sets also enable analysis of the statistical variance of the τ lo and τ hi values. Any single-step Poisson process has a statistical variance σ 2 = <τ> 2 , and the normalized variance is a powerful tool in single molecule studies for distinguishing hidden intermediate steps along a reaction coordinate (46) (47) (48) . As shown in Table 2 , analysis of individual τ lo durations concludes that r ≈ 1, indicating that the physical processes underlying the transition from I lo to I hi is in fact governed by a simple, single step Poisson process. This conclusion remains true for both fast and slow RTS data at the different pH values tested, even though τ lo differs by a factor of 20. In contrast, the physical process underlying the I hi to I lo transition has values of r < 1, indicating to more complex processes. For example, n identical Poisson processes in succession will produce a distribution of durations τ that have a variance r = 1/n (47, 49) . Thus, lysozyme forms a closed conformation in a single step, but the transition back to its open configuration requires at least two steps. Although this finding is the same for both fast and slow RTS oscillations, the extra intermediate step required for opening is not necessarily the same in both cases. During processive sequences, the intermediate step could play a role in the catalysis and substrate turnover (50) . During fast sequences of nonproductive binding, it might be involved in repositioning the substrate within the active site in an attempt to find a reactive bond for hydrolysis. Notably, the inactive state of lysozyme occurs when the enzyme closes around the substrate.
Finally, we conclude with a brief discussion of the device's transduction mechanism. The current step that occurs with each opening and closing of the lysozyme is surely not additional carriers flowing into the SWNT from the protein or the electrolyte. The entire current I(t) flows from source to drain electrode, with variability introduced by lysozyme's hinge-bending motion. The change from open to closed conformations moves lysozyme's charge residues (51) . The surrounding electrolyte, which has a Debye length of 0.8 nm, screens most of the residues but not two, positively charged residues, Lys83 and Arg119, that are located on the protein surface within 1.0 -1.2 nm of the SWNT attachment site. Both of these residues lie close enough to the SWNT that their movement can electrostatically gate the channel conductance (52) (53) (54) , according to the mechanism most often attributed to similar sensing experiments (6, 29, 55) .
To test the applicability of this mechanism, we compare the transduction by different SWNT devices. Using the average slope dI/dV g indicated in Fig. 1C , the RTS magnitude ΔI of a fluctuation can be converted into an effective swing in the applied gate, ΔV g = ΔI(dI/dV g ) −1 . For the device in Fig. 2 , for example, ΔI = 5 nA and ΔV g = 0.20 V. Table S2 summarizes device properties of five semiconducting SWNT devices and five metallic SWNT ones, each having a different contact resistance and mean current (25) . For these ten devices, the switching magnitudes ΔI vary from 3 to 300%, but the calculated values ΔV g are all narrowly clustered around ΔV g = 0.19 ± 0.02 V. This reproducibility in ΔV g demonstrates that the signal transduction mechanism is indeed electrostatic, with every protein-pyrene attachment modulating its underlying SWNT channel with the same effective field. Metallic SWNTs display the smallest ΔI signals, but only because of their modest sensitivity to gating.
It would be a mistake, however, to infer that the lysozyme is gating the entire SWNT, or to convert ΔV g into a carrier concentration. T he pyrene-protein attachment site is a highly localized scattering center that, because the SWNT is quasi-one dimensional, can modulate the entire channel conductance. The resistance increase that occurs upon conjugation (Table  S2 ) is believed to be concentrated primarily at the attachment site, similar to the case of a defect being introduced (17) (18) (19) . Scanning probe measurements prove these local scattering sites to be strongly gate-dependent conduction barriers (56) . During substrate binding and release, the charged sidechains of Lys83 and Arg119 move by 1 -2 Å relative to the SWNT (41) (42) (43) (44) 57) . This motion is sufficient to modulate the local chemical potential in the SWNT and account for our observed ΔI (56).
This nanocircuit architecture is complement ary to more traditional fluorescence techniques, but with the advantages that fluorescent labels are not required, the transduction mechanism does not bleach, and electronic bandwidths extend temporal resolution into the single microsecond regime. There advantages provide a framework for exploring dynamics of other molecules with charged functionalities.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. different pH values show that the high current state has almost no pH dependence (C). On the other hand, the low current state is at least 25% faster at pH 7 than at pH 5 or 11 (D).
